
The Daughters of the American Revolution (DAR) is sponsoring the Patriots of the 
American Revolution High School Essay Contest.  The contest is open to students in 
grades 9 through 12 in public, private, or parochial schools, or those who are home 
schooled.  All grades will be judged together with one winner chosen. 
 

All necessary information and requirements are attached including the contest 
announcement flyer, the information sheet, scoring sheet, and a study guide. 
 

Students will select a figure from the era of the American Revolution (1773-1783) and 
discuss how he or she influenced the course of the American Revolution and their 
contribution to the founding of a new nation. Figures may be any person, whether a 
well-known figure or an everyday man, woman or child who supported the American 
Revolution in ways large or small. 
 

Students are encouraged to use primary sources (i.e. immediate, first-hand accounts 
such as letters, diaries, speeches or newspaper reports) for their research.  Lesser well-
known figures are acceptable, but subjects must have been actual participants, not 
fictionalized. 
 

This newly established high school essay contest is being launched to engage students 
during the 250th anniversary of the American Revolution, and is designed to encourage 
students to think more about the many different people, known and unknown, who were 
a part of the American Revolution, and perhaps even see themselves in the figures they 
write about. 
 

Each student participant receives a certificate of participation from the chapter and the 
chapter winner receives a bronze medal and certificate set. In addition, it has been 
customary at the chapter level (in this case the Chatsworth Chapter) to supplement the 
above official awards with monetary donations from members.  The amount is known 
when the local winner is chosen. The winning chapter essays are then forwarded to the 
state level.  State level winners receive a silver medal and certificate set and it is at the 
discretion at the state level to honor the state winner in other ways which typically 
includes a monetary award. The winning essays are then forwarded to the division 
level.  Division level winners, one from each division, receive certificates and a book.  

At the national level, the National Society Daughters of the American Revolution 
(NSDAR) will select first-, second- and third-place winners from the division level 
winning essays. The national winner will receive a National Winner Certificate, pin and 
monetary award, presented at NSDAR’s annual Continental Congress, and the winning 
essay may appear in official Daughters of the American Revolution communications. 
National second- and third-place winners will also receive a certificate and monetary 
award.   

DEADLINE: 
Schools must submit the essays to the office by Monday, November 1, 2021.  I will pick 
them up by the end of that week. 
 


